electronic precision technology

Press-fit technology
with Tcom press®

• Design
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• Applications

Reliable electrical and mechanical
connections
Press-fit technology has evolved over three decades to what it is today:
a widely recognized, solderless connection between electrical contacts and
plated through holes of a PCB, applied in various applications.

Key components:

Terminal pin (male or

Compliant press-fit section:

female contact)

During the press-in process,
the press-fit zone absorbs
the deformation of the

Press-fit zone

terminal pin. Thus, resulting
forces are being kept to a
minimum.

Plated through hole

Reliable connection:
gas tight, electrical connection, superior mechanical
connection.

Advantages of press-fit technology compared
to soldering technology
Performance

Cost Savings

Environment

Cost effective assembling on

In accordance to RoHS and WEEE

• Mechanical carrying capacity

the PCB, also on the back-side

No soldering fumes and flux

• Better resistance to shock and

Repairability (up to three times)

residues on the PCB

Fast and reliable manufacturing

Prevention of pollutive substances

process

No need to wash PCBs

Highest reliability and longevity

vibration
• Temperature range from – 40 °C
up to +150 °C
• Long term durability
• Gas tight, reliable connection
• Prevention of thermal stress on the
PCB and adjacent components
• Avoidance of cold solder joints

Design
Simple processing
Enables new design possibilities
for your application
No restriction of PCB size or
thickness
Processing of multilayer boards
in varying thickness possible
Mixed assembly possible (together
with solder technology)

A reliable press-fit connection can be guaranteed only, if each of the
four pillars in press-fit technology is taken into account closely:
Press-fit zone:

Reliable
press-fit connection

Dimensions and tolerances, surface structure, design, and hole
specification

Base material of the PCB, drilling, and material specification

Processing
equipment

PCB:

PCB

cable connection), design, material specification, and manufacturing process

Application

Application (such as automotive), implementation (such as pin header for

Pres-fit zone

Application:

Processing equipment:
Proper and reliable press-fit process including effective and efficient

Press-fit technology

quality control features

Contact resistance < 1m⍀

Prevention of tin silvers

High retention force

Consistent insertion force

Less pull down effect

Quality features of ept’s press fit section Tcom press®
With ept as partner in your press-fit
technology project, you can count
on broad knowledge and highest

• High retention force in both, max.
hole and min. hole diameter
• Low hole deformation thru perfect

experience, especially in the subareas

deformation features of the com-

of press-fit zone and processing

pliant section

equipment.

• Prevention of tin slivers

The subareas of application and PCB

• Little pull down effect (or jet effect)

are covered with more than 25 years

• No pin rotation thru symmetrical

of experience and Know-How thru
numberous project in many different
industries such as automotive,
industrial, telecom, medical, military,

design
• Low contact resistance
• Scalable in each dimension,

and others. Our professional project

thus, easy adaptation for various

management with committed and

applications ranging from high

experienced employees will lead your

current to high-speed

press-fit project to a success, as we

• Consistent insertion force in both,
max. hole and min. hole diameter
• Proper and reliable processability
thru elaborate processing features
• Highest reliability in stamping thru
coined shape
• Video control of quality features in
mass production
• Meets highest requirements with
leading OEMs in the automotive
industry
• 0 field-failures with billions of
press-fit zones supplied

• High resistance and robustness

have proven for the benefit of many

concurrently with excellent

customers.

deformation characteristics
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Everything under one roof
Let us know your requirements and we will develop a perfect solution. As a true
one-stop-supplier, ept is engaged with each important process step in-house.

Press-fit technology is suitable

Project: AC control unit

Benefits

and mechanical resistance

44 pin male connector in press-fit

• Cost saving of 25 % thru

is required, but also a low cost

technology as interface plus B-t-B

when not only highest reliability

®

header in Tcom press for an AC

solution.

climate control unit.

optimized and faster processing
• Space saving of 40 % by
optimized design
• Mechanical connection

before

Task
Design
Simultaneous engineering

Quality from one source
If you are looking for a supplier of

Examples of our successful

electronic connection technology

projects:

with innovative product ideas and
Tool shop
Molding tools, stamping dies,
samples, prototyping

Production
Stamping, reel-to-reel plating,
injection molding, assembling

after

superior processing technology,

Automotive

there’s no better partner than ept.

AC control units, ABS/ESP control-

As a true One-Stop-Supplier we can

units, body & security control

offer you product and process

devices, engine control units, auto-

design, in-house tooling, production,

mated seat adjustments, … and

and manufacturing processing

many more.

technology.

Industrial Automation
Control units for wind power stations,
inverters for solar systems, control

Product and / or
applications
Connectors, tools, processing
equipment

Result

units for machines, monitoring
systems, … and many more.

ept offers the best design solutions
for your requirements.

Appropriate PCBs for press-fit applications

PCB hole plating
imm. Sn

imm. NiAu

imm. Ag

Cu passivated

HAL lead free

Plating thickness

0.8 bis 1.2 µm

5 µm Ni 0.1 µm Au

0.1 – 0.2 µm

0.1 – 0.5 µm

> 5 bis 50 µm

Suitability for
press-fit technology

excellent

fair up to excellent

fair

excellent

limited

Contact reliability
A high quality press-fit connection provides highest reliability for your application. ept’s press-fit zone Tcom press® has
been applied successfully for years in safety-relevant applications, such as ABS systems. As best-in-class, Tcom press®
has also proven itself in applications under extreme environmental impact, such as multible variations in temperature
from –40°C up to +150°C. We look forward to meeting your challenges.

1)

Conductor crosssection in mm2

Failures
in fit 1)

We offer a variety of different

Wire wrap

0.05 to 0.5

0.002

press-fit zones in terms of size,

Press-fit

0.3 to 6

0.005

shape, and material specification.

Soldering – manually / automated

–

0.5 / 0.05

Please ask for details about our

IDC (insulation displacement)

0.05 to 2

0.05

SMD soldering

–

0.2

Crimp – manually / automated

0.05 to 10

0.25

Screw

0.5 to 32

0.5

1 fit equals 1 x 10–9 of failures per hour. This means one failure during 109 operation hours
of the component

choices of different press-fit
zones. We are pleased to
support you.
Phone +49 (0) 88 61 25 01 0
E-Mail sales@ept.de

ept’s press-fit equipment: Best-in-class

ept’s press-fit equipment is designed to transmit the required
insertion force directly on the terminal pin. Thus, potential damage
not only on the connector body, but also on the PCB and adjacent
components can be avoided. Depending on your specific requirements, ept offers a high variety of different press-fit machines and
press-fit tools, ranging from hand-presses up to in-line solutions for
full integration into your manufacturing line. You will benefit from
reproducibility, highest reliability, short cycle times, and, finally
integrated process control features.
For more information, please go to www.ept.de/processequipment

We are looking forward to your request.
Please visit our homepage www.ept.de

ept, inc.

805 Liberty Way
Chester, Virginia 23836, USA
Phone 800 323 2568
Phone +1 804 530 0820
Fax
+1 804 530 0837
sales@eptusa.com
www.eptusa.com

ept electronic precision technology
(Shanghai) Ltd.

6F Building 37, No. 333 Qin Jiang Road
Shanghai, P. R. China
Post code: 20 02 33
Phone +86 (0) 21-54 26-09 88
Fax
+86 (0) 21-64 95-39 49
sales@eptcn.com
www.eptcn.com

Important Notice: Specifications are subject to change without notice. All statements, information, and data given herein are believed to be accurate and
reliable but are presented without guarantee, warranty, or responsibility of any kind expressed or implied. Statements or suggestions concerning possible
use of our products are made without representation or warranty that any such use is free of patent infringement and are not recommendations to infringe
any patent. The user should not assume that all safety measures are indicated or that other measures may not be required.
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ept GmbH
Bergwerkstr. 50
86971 Peiting, Germany
Phone +49 (0) 88 61 25 01 0
Fax
+49 (0) 88 61 55 07
sales@ept.de
www.ept.de

